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Welcome to Big Ideas Math®: Modeling Real Life for grades K–5!
This comprehensive program was built on the best practices outlined
in the most prominent and widely accepted educational research.

Explore the New Program!
Use this guide to help facilitate your review of the materials.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Name

Program Overview
Grades K–5

Ron Larson & Laurie Boswell

Use Number
Lines to Add

Learning Target: Use a number line to multiply.
find a sum.
Success Criteria:

Show and Grows give teachers the
opportunity for continual formative
assessment and student discourse.

Progressions at the beginning of
each chapter in the Teaching Edition

8.2

Chapter Learning Target:
Understand addition and subtraction
properties.

Chapter Success Criteria:

• I can explain
use the the
count
parts
on strategy
of a multiplication
to add on aequati
equation.
e number line.
• I can use athe
number
make aline
tento
strategy
skip count.
to add on a number line.

The Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life program uses a Universal Design for Learning to create a fun
and innovative program that uses hands-on activities and scaffolded instruction. This allows for
balanced lessons with built-in Response to Intervention that appeal to students and teachers alike.
Learning targets and success criteria help to focus student learning and make learning visible to
teachers and students. With a strong emphasis on problem solving in the classroom, students can
transfer their mathematical knowledge to new concepts and apply their understanding to real-life
situations. Through practice and problem solving, students become more comfortable with the
problem-solving process to become successful mathematical thinkers.

Through the Grades
Grade 2

Color to find 33 + 25. Then model your jumps on the number line.

Learning Targets and Success Criteria
encourage students to self-assess and
evaluate their learning.
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Grade 3

Add and subtract
within 1,000.
Mentally add 10 or 100 to a
three-digit number.
Solve addition and
subtraction word problems
within 100.
Solve one- and two-step
word problems.

●

●

●
●

●

Think and Grow: Modeling Real Life
brings problem solving into the
classroom, promoting transfer of
concepts and skills into real-life
situations.

Through the Chapter
Standard

33 + 25 =

33

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10 8.11

Key:

= Preparing

= Learning

= Complete

Chapter 8
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8.2

Solve two-step word problems
using the four operations.
Represent these problems using
equations with a letter standing for
the unknown quantity. Assess the
reasonableness of answers using
mental computation and estimation
strategies including rounding.

Reasoning How can finding 33 + 25 help you find 533 + 25?
© Big Ideas Learning, LLC
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8.1

Fluently add and subtract within
1,000 using strategies and
algorithms based on place value,
properties of operations, and/or
the relationship between addition
and subtraction.
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Fluently add and subtract
multi-digit numbers.
Use properties and
strategies to multiply up to
a four-digit number by a
one-digit number.
Multiply 2 two-digit numbers.
Illustrate and explain how to
multiply multi-digit numbers.
Use properties and
strategies to divide up to a
four-digit dividend by a
one-digit divisor.
Illustrate and explain how to
divide multi-digit numbers.
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Authors & Research

Standards & Alignment

Teaching Edition front matter
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Teaching Edition front matter

Contributors, Reviewers, and Research

About the Authors
Grades K–5

Student Reviewers

Big Ideas Learning would like to express our gratitude to the mathematics education and
instruction experts who served as our advisory panel, contributing specialists, and reviewers
during the writing of Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life. Their input was an invaluable asset
during the development of this program.
Ron Larson, Ph.D., is well known as the lead author of a
comprehensive program for mathematics that spans school
mathematics and college courses. He holds the distinction of
Professor Emeritus from Penn State Erie, The Behrend College, where
he taught for nearly 40 years. He received his Ph.D. in mathematics
from the University of Colorado. Dr. Larson’s numerous professional
activities keep him actively involved in the mathematics education
community and allow him to fully understand the needs of students,
teachers, supervisors, and administrators.

School of Education, Melbourne, Australia
Learning Targets and Success Criteria
Specialist and Visible Learning Reviewer

• Linda Hall, Mathematics Educational
•
•

•
Laurie Boswell, Ed.D., is the former Head of School at Riverside
School in Lyndonville, Vermont. In addition to textbook authoring,
she provides mathematics consulting and embedded coaching
sessions. Dr. Boswell received her Ed.D. from the University of
Vermont in 2010. She is a recipient of the Presidential Award for
Excellence in Mathematics Teaching and is a Tandy Technology
Scholar. Laurie has taught math to students at all levels, elementary
through college. In addition, Laurie has served on the NCTM Board of
Directors and as a Regional Director for NCSM. Along with Ron,
Laurie has co-authored numerous math programs and has become
a popular national speaker.

•
•
•
•

Laurie Boswell

•
•

Dr. Ron Larson and Dr. Laurie Boswell began writing together in 1992. Since that
time, they have authored over four dozen textbooks. This successful collaboration
allows for one voice from Kindergarten through Algebra 2.

•

iii
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• T.J. Morin
• Alayna Morin
• Ethan Bauer
• Emery Bauer
• Emma Gaeta
• Ryan Gaeta

Contributing Specialists and Reviewers
• Sophie Murphy, Ph.D. Candidate, Melbourne

Ron Larson

Modeling Real Life

Grade 4

Fluently add and subtract
within 1,000.
Use all operations to solve
two-step word problems.
Write an equation for a word
problem using a letter as the
unknown quantity.
Check the reasonableness of
an answer.

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

Think and Grows offer
teacher-guided instruction
with opportunities for
student involvement to
ensure all levels of learners
attain procedural fluency.

Ron Larson & Laurie Boswell

●

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

Apply and Grow: Practices
provide independent
practice to help students
monitor their own
understanding of concepts.

xviii

K–5 Program Overview

●

●
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Explore and Grows
give students a
hands-on approach to
develop conceptual
understanding.

Modeling Real Life

■ Identify properties of addition.
■ Explain what addition properties mean.
■ Count on and count back to problem solve.
■ Solve a problem.

Progressions

Explore
p o and Grow
o

2/19/18 10:05 AM

Consultant, Edmond, OK
Advisory Panel
Michael McDowell, Ed.D., Superintendent,
Ross, CA
Project-Based Learning Specialist
Kelly Byrne, Math Supervisor and
Coordinator of Data Analysis,
Downingtown, PA
Advisory Panel
Jean Carwin, Math Specialist/TOSA,
Snohomish, WA
Advisory Panel
Nancy Siddens, Independent Language
Teaching Consultant, Las Cruces, NM
English Language Learner Specialist
Kristen Karbon, Curriculum and Assessment
Coordinator, Troy, MI
Advisory Panel
Kery Obradovich, K–8 Math/Science
Coordinator, Northbrook, IL
Advisory Panel
Jennifer Rollins, Math Curriculum Content
Specialist, Golden, CO
Advisory Panel
Becky Walker, Ph.D., School Improvement
Services Director, Green Bay, WI
Advisory Panel and Content Reviewer
Deborah Donovan, Mathematics Consultant,
Lexington, SC
Content Reviewer
Tom Muchlinski, Ph.D., Mathematics
Consultant, Plymouth, MN
Content Reviewer and Teaching Edition
Contributor

• Mary Goetz, Elementary School Teacher,
Troy, MI
Content Reviewer

• Nanci N. Smith, Ph.D., International

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

• Benjamin SanFrotello
• Bailey SanFrotello
• Samantha Grygier
• Robert Grygier IV
• Jacob Grygier
• Jessica Urso

• Ike Patton
• Jake Lobaugh
• Adam Fried
• Caroline Naser
• Charlotte Naser

Research

Curriculum and Instruction Consultant,
Peoria, AZ
Teaching Edition Contributor
Robyn Seifert-Decker, Mathematics
Consultant, Grand Haven, MI
Teaching Edition Contributor
Bonnie Spence, Mathematics Education
Specialist, Missoula, MT
Teaching Edition Contributor
Suzy Gagnon, Adjunct Instructor, University
of New Hampshire, Portsmouth, NH
Teaching Edition Contributor
Art Johnson, Ed.D., Professor of Mathematics
Education, Warwick, RI
Teaching Edition Contributor
Anthony Smith, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
Associate Dean, University of Washington
Bothell, Seattle, WA
Reading and Writing Reviewer
Brianna Raygor, Music Teacher, Fridley, MN
Music Reviewer
Nicole Dimich Vagle, Educator, Author, and
Consultant, Hopkins, MN
Assessment Reviewer
Janet Graham, District Math Specialist,
Manassas, VA
Response to Intervention and
Differentiated Instruction Reviewer
Sharon Huber, Director of Elementary
Mathematics, Chesapeake, VA
Universal Design for Learning Reviewer

Ron Larson and Laurie Boswell used the latest in educational research, along with the body of
knowledge collected from expert mathematics instructors, to develop the Modeling Real Life
series. The pedagogical approach used in this program follows the best practices outlined in the
most prominent and widely accepted educational research, including:

• Visible Learning
John Hattie © 2009

• Visible Learning for Teachers
John Hattie © 2012

• Visible Learning for Mathematics
John Hattie © 2017

• Principles to Actions: Ensuring
Mathematical Success for All
NCTM © 2014

• Adding It Up: Helping Children
Learn Mathematics
National Research Council © 2001

• Mathematical Mindsets: Unleashing
Students’ Potential through Creative Math,
Inspiring Messages and Innovative Teaching
Jo Boaler © 2015

• What Works in Schools: Translating
Research into Action
Robert Marzano © 2003

• Classroom Instruction That Works:
Research-Based Strategies for
Increasing Student Achievement
Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock © 2001

• Principles and Standards for School
Mathematics
NCTM © 2000

• Universal Design for Learning Guidelines
CAST © 2011

• Rigor/Relevance Framework®
International Center for Leadership
in Education

• Understanding by Design
Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe © 2005

• Achieve, ACT, and The College Board
• Elementary and Middle School Mathematics:
Teaching Developmentally
John A. Van de Walle and Karen S. Karp
© 2015
• Evaluating the Quality of Learning:
The SOLO Taxonomy
John B. Biggs & Kevin F. Collis © 1982
• Unlocking Formative Assessment: Practical
Strategies for Enhancing Students' Learning
in the Primary and Intermediate Classroom
Shirley Clarke, Helen Timperley, and
John Hattie © 2004
• Formative Assessment in the Secondary
Classroom
Shirley Clarke © 2005
• Improving Student Achievement: A Practical
Guide to Assessment for Learning
Toni Glasson © 2009

• Rigorous PBL by Design: Three Shifts
for Developing Confident and
Competent Learners
Michael McDowell © 2017

iv
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Chapter Overview and Progressions pages
for each chapter in the Teaching Edition
8

Add and Subtract
Multi-Digit
Numbers

Chapter Learning Target:
Understand addition and subtraction
properties.

Chapter Success Criteria:

Chapter Overview
Lesson

Learning Target

8.1 Identify Addition
Properties

Identify and use addition
properties.

8.2 Use Number Lines to
Add

Use a number line to find
a sum.

8.3 Use Mental Math to
Add

Use mental math to find
a sum.

Success Criteria
●

●
●
●

Through the Grades

Identify the Associative and Commutative Properties
of Addition.
Identify the Addition Property of Zero.
Use an addition property to find a sum.
Explain what the addition properties mean.

Grade 2
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

8.4 Use Partial Sums to
Add

Use partial sums to find
a sum.

8.5 Add Three-Digit
Numbers

Add three-digit numbers.

8.6 Add Three or More
Numbers

Add up to four numbers.

8.7 Use Number Lines to
Subtract

Use a number line to find
a difference.

8.8 Use Mental Math to
Subtract

Use mental math to find a
difference.

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●

●

8.9 Subtract Three-Digit
Numbers

Subtract three-digit
numbers.

8.10 Relate Addition and
Subtraction

Use inverse operations to
check answers.

8.11 Problem Solving:
Addition and
Subtraction

Use the problem-solving
plan to solve two-step
addition and subtraction
word problems.

●
●
●

●
●
●

T-325A

●
●

●

Use the count on strategy to add on a number line.
Use the make a ten strategy to add on a number line.

Complete Pacing Guide
in the Teaching Edition

●

Use compensation to add.
Use the make a ten strategy to add.
Explain how to change one addend to a decade
number or compatible number.

●

Write addends in expanded form.
Add to find the hundreds, tens, and ones.
Add the partial sums.

Grade 3

Add and subtract
within 1,000.
Mentally add 10 or 100 to a
three-digit number.
Solve addition and
subtraction word problems
within 100.
Solve one- and two-step
word problems.

●

●

●

●

Grade 4

Fluently add and subtract
within 1,000.
Use all operations to solve
two-step word problems.
Write an equation for a word
problem using a letter as the
unknown quantity.
Check the reasonableness of
an answer.

●

●

●
●

●

Round to estimate a sum.
Add three-digit numbers.
Use an estimate to check whether my answer is
reasonable.

●

Round to estimate a sum.
Identify compatible numbers.
Find a sum and check whether it is reasonable.

Fluently add and subtract
multi-digit numbers.
Use properties and
strategies to multiply up to
a four-digit number by a
one-digit number.
Multiply 2 two-digit numbers.
Illustrate and explain how to
multiply multi-digit numbers.
Use properties and
strategies to divide up to a
four-digit dividend by a
one-digit divisor.
Illustrate and explain how to
divide multi-digit numbers.

Through the Chapter

Use the count back strategy to subtract on a number line.
Use the count on strategy to subtract on a number line.

Standard

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10 8.11

Fluently add and subtract within
1,000 using strategies and
algorithms based on place value,
properties of operations, and/or
the relationship between addition
and subtraction.

Explain how to change both numbers to use
compensation to subtract.
Explain how to change one number to use
compensation to subtract.
Round to estimate a difference.
Subtract three-digit numbers.
Use an estimate to check whether my answer is
reasonable.

Solve two-step word problems
using the four operations.
Represent these problems using
equations with a letter standing for
the unknown quantity. Assess the
reasonableness of answers using
mental computation and estimation
strategies including rounding.

Use addition to check a difference.
Use subtraction to check a sum.
Explain the relationship between addition and
subtraction.
Understand a problem.
Make a plan to solve a problem using letters to
represent the unknown numbers.
Solve a problem and check whether my answer is
reasonable.

Key:

= Preparing

= Learning

= Complete

Chapter 8
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Sequence & Pacing

■ Identify properties of addition.
■ Explain what addition properties mean.
■ Count on and count back to problem solve.
■ Solve a problem.

Progressions

Chapter 8
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Teaching Support

Table of Contents in
the Teaching Edition
and Student Edition

Suggested Pacing at the
beginning of each chapter
in the Teaching Edition

Teaching Edition
front matter

Laurie’s Overview at the
Laurie’s Notes for each
beginning of each chapter chapter and lesson in
in the Teaching Edition
the Teaching Edition

Suggested Pacing

1

Day 1

Understand Multiplication
and Division

Chapter
Opener

Performance
Task Preview

Vocabulary

WarmUp

Dig In

Explore

Think

Lesson 4.1

Apply:
Practice

Think:
Modeling
Real Life

WarmUp

Dig In

Explore

Think

Lesson 4.2

Apply:
Practice

Think:
Modeling
Real Life

WarmUp

Dig In

Explore

Think

Lesson 4.3

Apply:
Practice

Think:
Modeling
Real Life

WarmUp

Dig In

Explore

Think

Lesson 4.4

Apply:
Practice

Think:
Modeling
Real Life

WarmUp

Dig In

Explore

Think

Lesson 4.5

Apply:
Practice

Think:
Modeling
Real Life

WarmUp

Dig In

Explore

Think

Lesson 4.6

Apply:
Practice

Think:
Modeling
Real Life

WarmUp

Dig In

Explore

Think

Lesson 4.7

Apply:
Practice

Think:
Modeling
Real Life

Day 2

Vocabulary ............................................................ 2
1.1
1.2
■ Lesson 1.3
■ Lesson 1.4
■ Lesson 1.5
■ Lesson 1.6
■ Lesson 1.7
■ Lesson
■ Lesson

Day 3

Use Equal Groups to Multiply ............................... 3
Use Number Lines to Multiply .............................. 9
Use Arrays to Multiply .......................................... 15
Multiply in Any Order ........................................... 21
Divide: Size of Equal Groups ............................... 27
Divide: Number of Equal Groups........................ 33
Use Number Lines to Divide ................................ 39

Day 4

Day 5

Performance Task .............................................. 45
Activity ................................................................. 46
Chapter Practice .............................................. 47

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

2

Multiplication Facts
and Strategies
Vocabulary .......................................................... 52
2.1
2.2
2.3
■ Lesson 2.4
■ Lesson 2.5
■ Lesson 2.6
■ Lesson
■ Lesson
■ Lesson

Performance Task

Day 9
Day 10

Multiply by 2 ........................................................... 53
Multiply by 5 ........................................................... 59
Multiply by 10 ........................................................ 65
Multiply by 0 or 1 .................................................. 71
Use the Distributive Property.............................. 77
Problem Solving: Multiplication ......................... 83

Day 11

Connect
And Grow
Chapter
Assessment

Activity

Laurie’s Overview
About the Math
In the last chapter students applied strategies they had learned
for adding within 20 and extended them to addition to 100. They
also learned new strategies such as using an open number line,
breaking apart an addend, and using compensation to make a ten.
All of these strategies help to build conceptual understanding that
is essential for the procedures in this chapter to make sense. We
are working towards the standard addition algorithm written in a
vertical format. We do not want students to memorize procedures.
Underlying all of the computation work students do is an understanding of
place value. Base ten blocks have been used to represent numbers. The rod is a
fixed group of ten students began working with in Grade 1 when they learned
about place value. All of the place value experiences students have had were to
develop an understanding of seventeen as being equivalent to a group of 1 ten
and 7 ones. When students see the place value representation of 17, they need
to know what each digit represents.

Centers
Chapter Assessment

The addition strategies explored in the last chapter have prepared students to
work with addition of 2 two-digit numbers represented in a vertical format. The
advantage of this format is that like place values are aligned! We could continue
to add numbers written horizontally but it generally is not as efficient. Discuss
with students that 42 + 15 could be solved by using jumps on an open number
line. We could also break apart 15 as 8 + 7 and add 42 + 8 to get to 50 and then
add 7 more. We want to encourage students to continue to use mental math as
they are developing an understanding of procedures presented in this chapter.

Year-to-Date: 44 Days

Performance Task .............................................. 89
Activity ................................................................. 90
Chapter Practice .............................................. 91

Partial sums are introduced in the beginning of this chapter. A partial sums
chart shows how adding the tens and ones can be recorded. It is important to
connect this to modeling with base ten blocks.

Tens

■ Major Topic
■ Supporting Topic
■ Additional Topic

Ones

40 1 10 5
2155

viii
Chapter 4

T-151F
T-151C

elem2019_G3_te_fm1_v2.indd viii

17

7

An understanding of place value is necessary if students are to make sense
of the representation of addition in a vertical form. The horizontal format for
writing an addition problem worked fine for single-digit addition. Fluency of
addition facts within 20 was developed over a period of time and by using a
number of strategies. Knowing the addition fact 4 + 3 = 7 can be extended
to 40 + 30 = 70. There is no natural extension for 42 + 15 or 37 + 56.

Chapter Practice

4
1
5
0
5

2
5
7
7

Chapter 4
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Differentiation

English Language Learners
Teaching Edition
front matter

Laurie’s Notes in the
Teaching Edition

Teaching Edition
front matter

Apply and Grow: Practice

●

●

Exercises 3 and 4: Students are prompted to use a specific
addition strategy. Check to see that they can use each strategy
without confusion.
Exercises 5–7: Students may choose their preferred strategy to
complete the exercises. Observe if there tends to be a favorite
strategy. Ask students why they chose the strategy they did.
Observe the types of errors that are made. Are they pertaining
to the use of the strategy or number facts?
Exercises 8 and 9: Students have the opportunity to
demonstrate their use of both strategies. Exercise 8 will
demonstrate if they understand that the starting number and
sum of the jumps made are the addends, and the ending
number is the sum. Exercise 9 provides an addition problem to
model both ways. The two models serve as checks for accuracy
for each other, as both sums should be the same.

●

●

1. Does the visitor reach
the top of the tower?
2. Do you finish reading
the book?
3. Do you and your
friend complete
the puzzle?
4. How many pieces
are left?
5. How many songs
are left?

●

●

●

●

●

Exercises 5–7: Check to see if students use the same preferred
strategy for all exercises. If so, ask why they prefer that strategy.

Additional Support
● Students can use a hundred chart to check their work.
Extension
● Roll dice to create a three-digit and a two-digit number. Partner
1 uses the count on strategy to add, and Partner 2 uses the
make a ten strategy to add. Switch roles and repeat.

Review the words
related and relationship.
Draw a family tree
and ask students to
describe how different
individuals are related.
Remind them that fact
families in math are also
related. Ask them which
operation is related to
division.

Read each story aloud
as students follow
along. Clarify unknown
vocabulary and discuss
cultural contexts.
Allow time to complete
each exercise. Ask the
following questions and
have students write on
a whiteboard or piece
of paper to hold up for
your review.

3. Assess Understanding
At the conclusion of each lesson, it is important to check that
students are developing mathematical reasoning and
understanding. Informal ongoing assessment of student
understanding is useful in determining if students have mastered
concepts and are ready to move on. To know what percentage of
the class understands the concepts, a check that assesses all
students’ understanding is essential. After asking a question, you
can have each student answer using a non-verbal method. At a
glance, you can see who is answering correctly and who is not. If
a large percentage of the class is answering incorrectly, reteaching
may be needed. Detailed suggestions for comprehension checks
that assess a large group or the entire class are provided in the
final ELL Support note of each lesson. A variety of non-verbal
comprehension checks are suggested, such as holding up cards,
using thumbs up and down signals, or writing answers
on whiteboards.

1. How many people
are in the band?
2. How many prizes
are there?
3. How many cars are
in the parking lot?
4. How many windows
are there?

Increase Comprehension by Using Multiple Modes of Representation
All students benefit from having information presented in multiple ways. Students who
have strong verbal and auditory skills benefit from spoken explanations. Those who
struggle with verbal language may have stronger reading and writing skills. Students
who have limited language benefit from visual or experiential learning. Drawing,
shading, and circling to illustrate math concepts is beneficial. Hands-on learning is an
alternate form of non-linguistic presentation that is especially helpful. Have students
work with manipulatives or cut apart and put together drawings to represent the math
concepts presented.

Teaching Notes
● Students have represented two-digit addition vertically when
they used place value to break apart the addends.
● The problem is first presented horizontally. It is then written
vertically in the partial sums chart where colors are used to
guide students as they learn to find partial sums.
● Model: “We want to add 51 + 36. Notice the columns are
labeled Tens and Ones.” Point to the 5 and ask, “What does this
5 represent?” 5 tens or 50 Ask about the 3. “How many tens
altogether?” Explain that the expression 50 + 30 explains how
the partial sum of 80 was found. Students trace 50 + 30 = 80.
● Repeat similar language for the ones.
Model with Mathematics: “You have used base ten blocks and
drawn quick sketches to help you add two numbers. How does
the partial sums chart help you add two numbers?” It helps you
add the tens and ones to find the answer.
● Have students complete Exercises 1 and 2. Circulate among
students, reminding them to use the colors to help them think
about place value and the value of the numbers they are
adding.
● Supporting Learners: It is necessary to determine if students are
having difficulty with the vertical structure, knowing addition
facts, or some aspect related to place value. Have students tell
what problem they are solving. Are they saying seventy-three
plus twelve? Decide if base ten blocks or a hundred chart will
support their understanding.
● Supporting Learners: Relate the partial sums and sum to
number bonds and/or the part-part-whole models. Show this by
writing the partials sums and sum in the appropriate places in
each model.
● Extension: Ask if you could write the partial sum equation for
the ones first and then the tens.
Connect how a partial sums chart is a tool to help add two
numbers. “You wrote an equation to add the tens. You wrote
an equation to add the ones. How do the partial sums help you
answer the addition question?”

xxvii

Chapter 8
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Chapter 4
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Resources by
Chapter*

ELL Support

Connect to Prior Knowledge

Getting Started
● Discuss what the word partial means. Relate to eating part of a
meal or only having one of two socks on.
● Introduce the vocabulary card for partial sums. “When you
combine your rods, or tens, you are finding a partial sum. It is
part of the answer. When you combine your units, or ones, you
are finding a partial sum. It is the other part of the answer.”

Beginner students
may answer by writing
equations.
Intermediate students
may answer by stating
equations.
Advanced students
may answer with
sentences, such as,
“My equation using
tens is fifty plus thirty
equals eighty.”

Beginner students
may write numbers
and read them aloud.
Intermediate and
Advanced students
may answer using
sentences, such as,
“The dividend is
eighteen.”

ELL Support

Learning is facilitated when students connect new learning to
something they already know. This connection may be from
personal experiences or a concept previously learned in class.
When possible, the introductory note in each lesson attempts to
connect new learning to something students already know.

Have students sit back-to-back with a partner. Each partner has a
whiteboard.
Give students an addition problem. Partner A uses count on
to add, and Partner B uses make a ten. On cue, they turn and
compare their sums.
Repeat with other problems, having students switch strategies.

●

●

T-336

Chapter 8

English learners have varied levels of understanding and
fluency, and expectations for student performance must
reflect that variety. Throughout the nation, state consortia
and state educational boards have outlined standards that
reflect academic expectations for English learners. In the
second note of each lesson, expectations are outlined for
Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced English language learners.

Support Language
English is full of multiple-meaning words and homophones
(words that sound alike but are spelled differently and have
different meanings). For example, if you ask students to look
at the foot of a page, they may be looking for a foot pictured
on the page. If you ask them to look at a table, they may think
you are talking about a piece of furniture. They may know the
word sheet from making a bed and be bewildered when you
mention a sheet of paper. The first note supporting each lesson
attempts to clarify language that may be difficult or confusing
for English learners. At Grade 3, students are beginning to read
written language as a means for accessing content, so a note
may provide support with written words.

After completing
the examples, have
students work in pairs
to practice verbal
language as they solve
Exercises 1 and 2.
Have one student ask
another, “What number
is the dividend?
divisor? quotient?“
Have them alternate
roles asking and
answering questions.

The second note in each lesson provides an opportunity for
students to engage in practicing math while they improve
language skills. Pair and group work uses students’ language
as a resource to develop fluency and procedural skills in core
mathematical practices. Such work provides time for productive
struggle with mathematical applications as students develop
the language needed to express mathematical ideas.

1. Support Language, Connect to Prior Knowledge,
and Increase Comprehension

Closure

●

T-335

Think and Grow

After completing
the example, have
students work in pairs
to complete Exercises
1-4. Have one student
ask another, “What is
your tens equation?
What is your ones
equation? What is the
whole sum?” Have
them alternate roles for
each exercise.

ELL Support

2. Practice Language as Well as Content

Stress makes learning difficult, and what could be more stressful than attempting to learn
when you do not understand the language being used to teach? When teaching English
learners, it is essential to create an environment that minimizes stress and is conducive to
learning. Validating English learners’ contributions, even when their language is limited and
imperfect, is an important start. In addition to having challenges with language, these
students may have limited experience with American culture. Notes throughout the text cue
possibilities to support students’ cultural knowledge as they develop language. Three notes
are systematically placed within each lesson to help students access its content: 1) introduces
the math while supporting language delvelopment, 2) provides the opportunity to practice
both math and language skills and 3) assesses student understanding in an ongoing way.

Preview: “Have you ever gone somewhere where you
needed to climb a lot of stairs to get to the top?” Have students
share experiences. “The first application involves taking a lot
of steps!”
“Read the problem to yourself. Read again, circling the
information you know.” Visually check to see what students
have circled.
“Underline what you are trying to find.”
Make Sense of Problems: “What are we trying to find? How
might we do this?” Do they reach the top? Add 156 + 78 and
see if it equals 294.
Have students find the sum. Circulate as students find the sum.
What strategies are they using? Have students share their work
on the board or document camera to show different strategies.
Some students may use the place value algorithm instead
of a number line. Have this shown as well, but do not force
this strategy.
Exercises 10 and 11 are similar to the example. Students might
work independently or with a partner. Watch to see that students
are not simply adding the first two numbers given in the stories
rather than making sense of the context.
Supporting Learners: Students may need help recognizing the
addends and the proposed sum in the problems.
Read Exercise 12. “Think about the problem without focusing
on the numbers. What is going on in the problem? How is this
story different from the ones you have already completed?”
“You have solved many addition problems using two different
strategies. Use your thumb signals. How are you doing with
using a number line to count on? How are you doing with using
a number line to make a ten?”

●

Proficient students can use both number line strategies to add
three-digit and two-digit numbers. They may make errors in the
size of their jumps or the number line partial sums, but these are
accidental errors, instead of not knowing number facts or the
strategy.
●

Laurie’s Notes
ELL Support

This application allows students to show their understanding
of addition applications. The example and Exercises 10 and 11
have students check to see if two addends are equal to a given
sum, and Exercise 12 is a two-step application involving addition
and subtraction.

Read each problem
aloud as students
follow along. Clarify
unknown vocabulary
and references. Ask the
following questions and
have them answer with
a thumbs up signal for
yes or a thumbs down
signal for no or write the
answer on a whiteboard
or piece of paper to hold
up for your review.

Emerging students may be trying to make sense of the two
strategies and the differences in thinking each requires. They may
not be as familiar with number facts, which shows as they try to
count on by tens or make a ten.

for English Learners

Think and Grow: Modeling Real Life

ELL Support

Scaffolding Instruction
Students practice two specific addition strategies and model the
thinking process of each on a number line. They will continue to
use these two strategies with prompts initially, and then choose
the strategy they prefer.

●

Strategic Scaffolding

Laurie’s Notes

Laurie’s Notes

ELL Support boxes in the
Teaching Edition

Instructional
Resources*

Differentiated Rich
Math Tasks

Math Musicals
Storybook

2/19/18 10:10 AM
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Technology
Teaching Edition
front matter

K-12 Dynamic
Technology brochure

Dynamic Technology Online

Grades K–12

Ron Larson & Laurie Boswell

Manipulative Sampler

Manipulative Kit Components List

Centers in the Teaching
Edition
Centers

Dynamic Technology

Check out the Game
Library and Skills Trainer.

BigIdeasMath.com

Explore the Dynamic
Technology by using your
log in credentials.

Center 1: Three in a Row: Addition and Subtraction
Materials per group: 2 spinners, counters

Number Land

Manipulative Kits | Grades 3–5
CO R E C L A S S R O O M K I T

CO R E C L A S S R O O M K I T

Qty/Kit

Qty/Kit

Two-Color Counters, 200 pieces

2

Component Description

1

Meter Yard Stick, Wood

1

Attribute Blocks, Desk Set, 60 pieces

Unifix Cubes, box of 300, Assorted Colors

1

Dot Dice, set of 12

Pattern Blocks

2

20 Bead Student Rekenrek, Plastic

Number Paths 1-10

1

Geofix Explorations Kit

1

Blank Student Number Lines, set of 10

1-120 Number Boards, set of 10

1

School Rocker Scale

Geometric Solids, set of 12, Foam

Color Tiles, set of 400

1

Subitizing Cards

Meter Yard Stick, Wood

6

Customary Weight Set

1

1
1

Base Ten Flats, set of 10

1

Base Ten Unit Cubes

3

Blank Spinners, set of 5

6
1

Coins, set of 94

Ten-Sided Dice

Dot Dice, set of 12
Student Clocks, set of 6

4

Play Money, Classroom Set

1

1

Tape Measures, set of 10
Gallon Measurement Set

1

X-Y Axis Pegboard

6

2
1
6

Pattern Blocks

1
2

1
1

Bills, set of 500

1

Ten-Sided Dice, set of 24

1

Students take turns rolling three dice to create the greatest three-digit number
that they can and record it on a sheet of paper. Students then roll again and
create the least three-digit number that they can and subtract the two numbers.
They will write their equations and solve. Students can repeat this process
multiple times or until they have solved at least 10 equations.

10
9 8 7 6

2
2
2

6 7

1

Coordinate Grid Mat

1

1-Liter Beaker

2

8
9

Two-Color Counters

Student Clocks

Platform Scale

10
9

Manipulative Kits | Grades 3–5 ▶
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Big Real
IdeasLife
Math:
Modeling
Life comes
an innovative
and dependable
technology package that
Big Ideas Math: Modeling
comes
with anReal
innovative
and with
dependable
technology
package that
andforenhances
for teachers and students.
supports and enhancessupports
instruction
teachers instruction
and students.

Dynamic Student Edition
Dynamic Student Edition

T-398

3/1/18 8:29 AM

STEAM Videos

Dynamic Classroom Dynamic Classroom

STEAM
Performance
Tasks make further connections to the
STEAM Performance Tasks make further
connections
to the
mathematical
content.
Students learn about animals, electricity,
mathematical content. Students learn
about animals,
electricity,
sea levels, constellations, and more! sea levels, constellations, and more!

Dynamic Assessment System
Dynamic Assessment System

Skills Review Handbook

Online Skills Trainer

STEAM Videos

The
Student
Edition is a complete, interactive
The Dynamic Student Edition
is aDynamic
complete,
interactive
STEAM Videos, which are available for Grades 3–5, allowThe Dynamic Classroom mimics
The Dynamic
Classroom
mimics
the students’
Student
Edition, and
withsupport
additional
STEAM
the students’
Dynamic
Student
Edition, Dynamic
with additional
resources
forresources
teachers. and support for teachers.
version
of thehave
Student
Edition. Students have
accessVideos, which are available for Grades 3–5, allow
version of the Student Edition.
Students
access
students to see mathematics in real life.
to interactive
explorations,
digital examples,students
virtual to see mathematics in real life.
to interactive explorations, digital
examples,
virtual
manipulatives,
Lesson
Videos (Grades 3-5), and digital
manipulatives, Lesson Tutorial
Videos (Grades
3-5), Tutorial
and digital
exercises from the textbook.exercises from the textbook.

Ron Larson & Laurie Boswell
1/26/18 11:44 AM
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Online Math Tools

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

10

*Found in the Instructional Resources

8 7 6
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K–5 Program Overview

Center 5: Video-Game Word Problem—Make 1, Solve 1
Materials per student: paper, crayons
Have students create their own video-game word problem involving addition
or subtraction with multi-digit numbers. Students can come up with their own
or you can write on the board the following story stems for them to fill in, such
as, “(a)_______ scores (b)_______ points by jumping on the (c)________. He then
scores (d)________ more points in the second level. How many points does
he score in all?” Students will write a (a) character, (b) a number within 300,
(c) a different character or object, and (d) a number within 200. Have students
complete the problem and then exchange with a partner to solve. They can
provide illustrations.

Pan Balance

2

12-Hour Student Clocks, set of 6
Demonstration Clock

Center 4: Dice Subtraction
Materials per student: dice

2

2
2

Two-Color Counters, 200 pieces

6 7
8
10 9

6

1
1

Blank Spinners, set of 5

2

Wood Ruler, Inch and Metric
Write-On/Wipe-Off Bar Model/Part-whole Mat, set of 10

1

Color Tiles, Plastic, 400 pieces
Geometric Solid Shapes, 5cm
3
Centimeter Cubes, set of 500
6
Graduated Cylinder, 500 ml
3
4” Protractors, Open Center - Clear Plastic, set of 12
3
3/4” Wood Color Cubes, set of 102
24
Platform Scale
2
Precision Weight Mass Set
3
Pan Balance
4
Write-On/Wipe-Off Graphing Mat
Wood Ruler, Inch and Metric

1

Numeral Cards, set of 10
Base Ten Rods, set of 50

Materials per pair: Addition Puzzles*, tape
Cut out the pieces of the Addition Puzzles ahead of time and have them shuffled
in a container. Students work together to put the puzzles together and tape
them onto a sheet of paper. Students can write an equation underneath each
puzzle and explain how they solved.

Qty/Kit

1
1

Qty/Kit

Blank Write-On/Wipe-Off Mats, set of 10

20 Bead Demonstration Rekenrek
Five Frame and Ten Frame Write-On/Wipe-Off Mat, set of 10

Component Description

Base Ten, Small Group Set
Base Ten Materials Chart Write-On/Wipe-Off Mats, set of 10

S U P P L E M E N TA L C L A S S R O O M KTen-Sided
I T Dice, set of 24

Component Description

Center 3: Addition Puzzles

S U P P L E M E N TA L C L A S S R O O M K I T

Component Description

Manipulative Kits | Grades K–2

Center 2: Skills Trainer

computers or devices with Internet access
To Play: Put the Addition and Subtraction Cards in a pile. Start atMaterials:
Newton. Take
turns drawing
Have
students
to BigIdeasMath.com
to access the Skills Trainer.
a card and moving your piece to the missing number in the equation.
Repeat
thisgo
process
until
a player gets back to Newton.

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life Manipulative Kits
enhance the instructional experience and foster
conceptual understanding. These hands-on materials and
tools support Modeling Real Life lessons. The Core and
Supplemental Grades K–2 and 3–5 Kits have been
configured to support a classroom of approximately 24
students with individual, partner, and small group use.

Modeling Real Life

Have students complete the activity. See page T-394 for the directions.

Math Musicals

Point-of-use
Laurie’s
Notes guide instruction with Dig Ins, Interactive explorations and digitalInteractive
and digital examples from the textbook
Point-of-use Laurie’s Notes guide instruction
with
Dig Ins,
examples explorations
from the textbook
motivation
suggestions,
create a 21st-century
classroom
atmosphere that engages students.
motivation suggestions, teaching tips,
questions
to ask the teaching tips, questions to ask thecreate a 21st-century classroom atmosphere
that engages
students.
students, closure strategies, and more!
students, closure strategies, and more!

Modeling Real Life

Math Musicals bring fun into the
Math Musicals bring fun into the classroom with engaging songs that
classroom with engaging songs thatsupport concepts with patterns, rhythm,
support concepts with patterns, rhythm,
and rhymes.
and rhymes.

Skills Trainer

Skills Trainer

Math Musicals

Theinteractive
Skills Trainer
is for
an online
interactive tool for skill practice
The Skills Trainer is an online
tool
skill practice
that comes
with detailed
reports
forinto
teachers to gain insight into
that comes with detailed reports
for teachers
to gain
insight
student’s
Students
each student’s proficiency.each
Students
haveproficiency.
access to every
skill have access to every skill
within
the Modeling Real Life series.
found within the Modelingfound
Real Life
series.

With
the Dynamic
Assessment
System, teachers
Musicalsmusic
are a and
fun way
of bringing music and literature
With the Dynamic Assessment
System,
teachers
can
Mathcan
Musicals are a fun wayMath
of bringing
literature
create
customizable
and assessments
withmath classroom. Big
intoIdeas
yourMath’
maths own
classroom.
Bigthe
Ideas Math’s own Newton, the
create customizable homework
and
assessmentshomework
with
into your
Newton,
BigorIdeas
Math
create!
cat, team up to provide educational
Big Ideas Math question banks
items
theyquestion
create! banks or items they dog,
and Descartes, the cat,dog,
teamand
upDescartes,
to providethe
educational
stories,
songs, and
animations
to enhance student learning.
songs, and animations
to enhance
student
learning.
Items include
a variety
of question types, all stories,
of which
Items include a variety of question
types, all
of which
are automatically scored except for the newly released
are automatically scored except for the newly released
essay questions, which allow students to explain their
essay questions, which allow students to explain their
thinking and reasoning.
thinking and reasoning.
The reports in this system provide the feedback
The reports in this system provide the feedback
teachers need to drive instruction.
teachers need to drive instruction.

The Formative Check provides teachers with immediate feedback
The Formative Check provides teachers
with immediate
feedback
on student
progress, making
it easy to differentiate and provide
on student progress, making it easysupport
to differentiate
provide
where it and
is needed
the most.
support where it is needed the most.
The Skills Trainer can be used to engage students in remediation or
The Skills Trainer can be used to engage
students
in remediation
or
as the daily
warm-up
for the lessons!
as the daily warm-up for the lessons!

Students complete the assignments online and can receive
Students complete the assignments online
and can
receive
immediate
feedback
on their progress.
immediate feedback on their progress.

10

10
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Cross-Curricular Connections
Connect and Extend Learning
in the Teaching Edition

K–5 Program
Overview
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Assessment

Connect
and Extend Learning
Laurie’s Notes
Extend Student Learning
Bodily-Kinesthetic
● Assign students a three-digit number and a two-digit number
to use in an addition equation. Students will solve this equation
by creating a number line on the wall using tape. They can write
their answers on paper and explain how they solved.

Grades K–5

Ron Larson & Laurie Boswell

Assessment Book*

STEAM Videos and Performance
Tasks in the Student Edition and
Teaching Edition

388

K–5 Program Overview

382

Name
N

STEAM
Performance
Task

322

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Thea variety
K–5 program
offers a variety
of opportunities
forsummative
both formative
and summative
The K–5 program offers
of opportunities
for both
formative and
assessment.
Studentassessment. Student
ownership
accountability
for learning of
is afluency
vital component
of fluency
withas
thethe
content, as well as the
ownership and accountability
forand
learning
is a vital component
with the content,
as well
mathematical
processes and proficiencies.
mathematical processes
and proficiencies.
chapter opens
a Performance Task Preview.
Each chapter opens with aEach
Performance
Taskwith
Preview.
previews
whatthroughout
children willthe
be chapter.
learning throughout the chapter.
It previews what children Itwill
be learning

Ron Larson & Laurie Boswell

Check out the Dynamic
Assessment System.

Notes and the ELL support
Laurie’s Notes and the Laurie’s
ELL support
provide
provide instructional support
forinstructional support for
modifying
modifying the Performance
Task the Performance Task
Performance
students with the opportunity
The Performance TaskThe
provides
studentsTask
with provides
the opportunity
activity
for different levels of to
learners
activity for different levels
of learners
to demonstrate
theirchapter
understanding
demonstrate their understanding
of the
learning of the chapter learning
as well as options for individuals,
as well as options for individuals,
targets.
aligns with
was previewed in the Performance
targets. It aligns with what
was It
previewed
in what
the Performance
partners, and small groups. Task Preview.
partners, and small groups.
Task Preview.

Practice Notes
●
●

Review
how
to use regrouping to add with students.
Lesson
Resources
If additional support is needed, provide students with base

ten blocks.
Surface Level

T-338

Chapter
are available
in the Assessment
Book. Additional assessment
Chapter Tests are available
in the Tests
Assessment
Book. Additional
assessment
opportunities
include
Course
Benchmark
Tests (Pre-Course,
Post-Course, and
opportunities include Course
Benchmark
Tests
(Pre-Course,
Post-Course,
and
Cumulative),Skills
as well
as Prerequisite Skills Practice.
Cumulative), as well as Prerequisite
Practice.
Name_________________________________________
Name_________________________________________

1

Chapter

Test A

1

1. Is the number of butterflies even or odd?

Elem_GR3_TE_Chapter_08.indb 338

Even

With the
Dynamic
Assessment
System,
teachers can
build customizable assessments
With the Dynamic Assessment
System,
teachers
can build
customizable
assessments
with banks
Big Ideas
banks or items they create!
with Big Ideas Math question
or Math
itemsquestion
they create!
include
a variety
of multiple
questionchoice,
types such
as multiple choice, technology
Items include a variety ofItems
question
types
such as
technology
enhanced,
multiple
select, essay style, and more.
enhanced, multiple select,
essay style,
and more.

http://www.bigideasmath.com

Odd

14 = ____ + ____

____ rows of ____

____ + ____ + ____ + ____ + ____ = ____

____ + ____ + ____ + ____ + ____ = ____

4. You have 4 bags. There are 2 soccer balls in each bag. How
4. You have 4 bags. There are 2 soccer balls in each bag. How
many soccer balls are there in all?
many soccer balls are there in all?

____ + ____ + ____ = ____
____ games
Copyright © Big Ideas Learning, LLC

Big Ideas Math: ModelingAllReal
Grade 2
rightsLife
reserved.
Assessment Book

Copyright © Big Ideas Learning, LLC
All rights reserved.

Grade 2 Chapter Test

8

Name

Fluently Add
within 100

Performance
Task

9

Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life Grade 2
Assessment Book

9
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Online Digital Assessment
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Program Resources

Components

Grades K–5

PRINT RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES

Student Edition (Volumes 1 and 2)
Teaching Edition (Volumes 1 and 2)
Resources by Chapter

Dynamic Student Edition

• Family Letter

• Digital Examples

Dynamic Classroom

c. Is your estimate close to the exact speed of sound through iron? Explain.

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

• Virtual Manipulatives
• Interactive Explorations

Assessment Book

• Digital Examples

• Prerequisite Skills Practice

• Formative Check

EMPOWERS

Technology Resources

Benchmark
Tests
Make learningCourse
visible
through
student accountability

Dynamic Student Edition

Prerequisite Skills Practice

• Vocabulary Cards

• Skills Trainer

• Blackline Masters

• Digital Flashcards

Chapter Tests

• STEAM Videos*

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Manipulative Kits
Literature Kits
Math Musicals
Newton and Descartes Puppet Set

• Additional Online Resources
• Lesson Plans

• Worked-Out Solutions Key*
• Math Tool Paper

Dynamic Assessment System

Modeling Real Life

Video Support for Teachers

Professional Development Videos
Concepts and Tools Videos

Virtual Manipulatives

LearnAdditional
more at NGL.Cengage.com/BigIdeas
Resources

• Customized Practice and Assessments

Video Support for Teachers

Lesson Tutorial Videos

Dynamic Classroom
Laurie's Notes

Differentiated Rich Math Tasks

Manipulative Kits
Literature Kits
Math Musicals

Detailed Reports

Digital Examples

Blackline Masters

• Kindergarten Exploration Literature

Customized Practice and Assessments

Interactive Explorations

GROWS

Vocabulary Cards

Activities
Positively impact
student performance in mathematics

• Differentiating the Lesson
• Graphic Organizers
• Pacing Guides

Dynamic Assessment System

Virtual Manipulatives

Instructional Resources

• Game Library
• Multi-Language Glossary

• Detailed Reports

Interactive Explorations
Digital Examples
Formative Check
Flip-To

Dynamic Teaching Tools
Answer Presentation Tool
Skills Trainer

• Professional Development Videos

4. Do sound waves travel the fastest through solids, liquids, or
gases? Explain.
Chapter 3

Grade 4 SE field test_interior.indb 129

ENGAGES

Enrichment and Extension

Pre- and Post-Course Tests

Digital Flashcards

• Concepts and Tools Videos

STEAM Videos
Game Library

129

Multi-Language Glossary

*Available for Grades 3–5

Additional Online Resources

xvi

12
3/5/18 10:44 AM

Extra Practice
Reteach

Assessment Book

Dynamic Teaching Tools
• Answer Presentation Tool*

• Activities

b. A horn blows under water. A diver is about 9,000 feet
away from the horn. About how many seconds does it
take the diver to hear the sound of the horn?

INSPIRES

Family Letter

Chapter
Self-Assessment
Captivate student
learning
with innovative technology

• Flip-To

• Chapter Tests

Instructional Resources

Skills Review Handbook*
Differentiated Rich Math Tasks

3. Sound waves travel about 4 times faster through water
than through air.
a. What is the speed of sound through water in
feet per second?

151

• Enrichment and Extension
• Chapter Self-Assessment*

• Course Benchmark Tests

Chapter Learning Target:

Student Edition Volumes 1 and 2
Teaching Edition Volumes 1 and 2
Resources by Chapter

Elevate student
learning with a balanced approach
Warm-Ups

• Laurie’s Notes

• Reteach

Understand addition.

Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life
offPrint
ersResources
a program that:

• Virtual Manipulatives
• Interactive Explorations
• Lesson Tutorial Videos*

• Warm-Ups
• Extra Practice

one hundred fty-one

3/7/18 9:13 AM

Teaching Edition front matter

b. What is the actual speed of sound through iron in feet per second?

Grade 2 Chapter 4 SE.indb 151
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Chapter 4

K–5 Program Overview

Ron Larson & Laurie Boswell

to write a sum.
■ I can write a sum.
■ I can solve addition problems.

221

Program Components

2. Sound waves travel 22,572 feet per second faster through iron than through
diamond. The speed of sound through diamond is 39,370 feet per second.
a. Estimate the speed of sound through iron in feet per second.

Chapter Success Criteria:

Age (human years)

3. Write and answer a question about your graph.

9

1. You see a flash of lightning 5 seconds before you hear the thunder.
How far away is the storm?

■ I can identify addition patterns.
■ I can explain which strategy I used

70

Elem_GR3_SE_Chapter_04.indb 221

Grade 2 Chapter Test

Sounds are vibrations that travel as waves through solids, liquids, and
gases. Sound waves travel 1,125 feet per second through air.

• Do you like to swim?
• It takes you 34 seconds to swim
from one end of a pool to the
other. It takes you 38 seconds
to swim back. How many seconds
do you swim in all?

56

German Shepherd

TheanTeaching
Edition also includes an alternative
The Teaching Edition also includes
alternative
assessment
option to support multiple learning
assessment option to support multiple
learning
styles and meet the needs of all students.
styles and meet the needs of all students.

____ games

T-169

4

49

Saint Bernard

Chapter 4

____ soccer balls

____ soccer balls

5. A bookcase has 3 shelves. There are 4 games on each shelf.
5. A bookcase has 3 shelves. There are 4 games on each shelf.
How many games are there in all?
How many games are there in all?

8

Great Dane

55

Test A

3.

____ rows of ____

____ + ____ + ____ = ____

Large Dogs

60

1/26/18 11:41 AM

1. Is the number of butterflies even or odd?

Odd

14 = ____ + ____

Modeling Real Life

Small Dogs
Pug

Pomeranian 50

Write the even number as the sum of two equal numbers.
2. Write the even number as the sum of two equal2.
numbers.

3.

Life Spans of Dog Breeds (dog years)
Beagle

Life Spans of Dog Breeds

Online AssessmentOnline Assessment

http://www.bigideasmath.com

Even

Chapter 8

Grade 4 Performance Task

2. The table shows the usual life
spans of 6 dog breeds in dog
years. Find each life span in
human years. Organize the data
in a bar graph.

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

Chapter

The evaluation table lays out a point Grade 4 Performance Task
The evaluation table lays out a point
for ease of grading and evaluation.
structure for ease of grading andstructure
evaluation.

1. A small dog and a large dog are both 9 years old
in human years. How old is each dog in dog years?

Deep Level

Resources by Chapter
by Chapter
Prior Skills Resources
• Extra Practice
• Enrichment and Extension
● Exercises 6–8: Grade 1, Comparing Numbers Using Symbols
• Reteach
• Chapter Self-Assesment
• Chapter Self-Assesment
Graphic Organizers
Differentiating theCross-Curricular
Lesson
Connections
Math Musicals
Tutorial Videos Language ArtsDynamic Assessment System
Skills Review Handbook
Practice
• LessonAnts
● One Hundred Hungry
by Elinor J. Pinczes; Read the story
Skills Trainer
aloud to students. Then, ask students to draw a picture with
Math Musicals
10 red and more than 5 black ants. Have students write the
total number of ants on their picture. Then, have students
work with a partner to add their 2 sums together.

Breed

The
Performance
Task
Preview
way to hook
them visibility into what
Students
are given visibility into what will be
The Performance Task Preview is an
engaging
way to
hook
themis an engaging Students
are given
will be
intosome
the content
the chapter with some guiding
questions
expected
into the content of the chapter with
guidingofquestions
expected
of them at the end of the
chapteroftothem at the end of the chapter to
about engaging and relevant topics.
about engaging and relevant topics.
ensure accountability for learning.ensure accountability for learning.

Dogs grow
D
Dog
gro
gr
row
row
ow just likee humans.
hum
hu
umans. Theyy start
sst as puppies, become adults,
and
nd
d th
hen
h
e enter
er old
d aage.
ag
ge.. But dogss aag
ge
then
age faster than humans. In general,
d the age of a small dog in dog
d years, multiply its age in human
to find
years by 5. To find the age of a large dog in dog years, multiply its
age in human years by 7.
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